The Electric Kitchen
Investment
Electrifying equipment has both upfront investment costs and an impact on a kitchen's
operational energy, water, cooling and ventilation, and labor costs.

Upfront Costs
The primary areas of upfront cost for electrifying a commercial
kitchen may include:
Equipment
Electrical wiring and service/panel upgrades
Induction-compatible cookware, if necessary
Most commercially available gas equipment has an electric
equivalent at comparable or cheaper prices. Installed commercial
induction cooktops and ranges tend to cost more than gas but
portable induction countertop units can be cost comparable to
their gas counterparts.

Explore Equipment ►
Explore Rebates ►
Electric Kitchen Checklist ►

Savings can be achieved due to cash rebates. In new
construction or major remodels, eliminating the expense of
expanding gas lines throughout a building can lead to savings.

Learn more at electrickitchens.org
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Operational Impacts
Energy
Gas equipment is commonly 40-50% efficient.
Electric equipment is commonly 60-90% efficient.
Induction cooktops are 85-90% efficient.
High efficiency makes induction cheaper to operate
than traditional electric cooktops and, in many
circumstances, similar or cheaper to operate than gas
cooktops.Though electric equipment is more efficient
than gas, the energy cost of operating electric
resistance equipment such as ovens, griddles, and
fryers can be higher than gas equivalents depending
on your utility rates for gas and electric.
Gas equipment's operational cost is heavily influenced
by the volatility of the fossil gas market (see graph).
All-electric kitchens are protected from fossil fuel
price variation and offer greater cost consistency.

Water
Many traditional commercial woks use a highpowered open flame cooled with a constant flow of
water. Unlike open flame woks, electric induction
woks do not transfer significant waste heat to the
surrounding environment allowing you to eliminate
the need for water-cooled equipment.
Depending on kitchen usage and size, induction
woks can save as much as 2,100 gallons per day.
This could mean up to $20,000/yr of water savings
depending on your water prices.

Learn more at electrickitchens.org

Ventilation and Cooling
All-electric kitchens require less ventilation and
are cheaper to cool than mixed-fuel kitchens with
gas. Gas-fueled equipment offers lower efficiency
than electric because most of the energy released
is lost to the working environment as heat.
Induction cooktops and woks do not directly
contribute to kitchen heat.
Additionally, electric equipment does not emit
dangerous pollutants like carbon monoxide,
nitrous oxides, or particulate matter from gas
combustion and requires less ventilation in
addition to being better for worker health.
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